ISOMETRIC VIEW

SIDE VIEW

(2) AFCZ5-88 VESA 75/100 Compliant Monitor Holder Arm on Slider w/Plunger

Holes for Wall Mounting

Holes for Height Adjustment Plunger

Safety Stopper at Both Ends of Track

Vertical Wall Mount Track

36"

NOTE:

Shown Images of 19" (Ratio 5:4) Monitors

APPROVED

DATE: 4/15/15

DESCRIPTION:

Wall Mount Vertical

DRAWN BY: BD

USED ON:

TOLERANCES UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED:

FRACTIONAL ±1/64

2 PLC. DEC. ±.01

3 PLC. DEC. ±.001

ANGULAR FINISH

SCALE: ~1-1/2" = 1' - 0"

PATH:

\Fin.Assy\WallMount\Vertical\WM36_FZ_FZ_01

SIZE: A4